
3 Ways To Optimize 
Your Snowflake Spend
How data observability helps data teams manage 
Snowflake compute costs and platform spend intelligence
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Observability as a key enabler for achieving core business goals or for incident 
response/insurance from the 2022 Observability Forecast

Nearly three-quarters of 2022 Observability Forecast 
respondents said C-suite executives in their organizations 
are advocates of observability, and 78% saw observability as 
a key enabler for achieving core business goals.

About a quarter of C-suite executives thought the most 
important outcomes of observability are:
1. Improving revenue retention by deepening understanding 

of customer behaviors (30%)
2. Mitigating service disruptions and business risk (28%)
3. Improving collaboration across teams to make decisions 

related to the software stack (28%)
4. Shifting developer time from reactive incident response 

towards proactive, higher-value work (25%
5. Creating revenue-generating use cases (21%)

The report also found that observability continues to deliver 
a clear, positive business impact, with about a third of 
respondents citing:
1. Improved uptime and reliability (36%)
2. Increased operational efficiency (35%)
3. Improved customer experience (33%
4. Accelerated innovation (30%)
5. Business/revenue growth (26%)

As far as how observability helps developers and engineers 
the most, at least 30% said it increases productivity and 
enables cross-team collaboration and less guesswork when 
managing complicated and distributed tech stacks, about 
three out of 10 said it makes developer/engineer lives easier 
and improves work/life balance and skillset/hireability, 
and roughly a quarter felt that it helps confirm/overcome 
assumptions, overcome opinions, and fill in gaps.62

62 (Basteri and Brabham 2022)

https://www.acceldata.io/
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Snowflake is one of the more popular SaaS 
platforms offering data warehousing capabilities 
and services. Most service providers either charge 
a flat fee or base their costs upon the services 
rendered, and Snowflake is no exception to this 
rule. As a flexible cloud-computing service 
provider, Snowflake’s architecture allows a user to 
control and manage costs by supervising three 
distinct functions:

1. Storage 
2. Compute
3. Cloud Services

Yet, as Snowflake users understand all too well, 
visibility into the data activity happening within 
their Snowflake environment can be challenging. 
This can present a number of data performance, 
data quality, and economic issues. Without the 
ability to see how data is functioning, and unless 
there is awareness of the cost impact of operating 
within Snowflake, data teams run the risk of 
overspending or under-utilizing this critical 
element of their data stack.

This paper offers insights into how data teams can 
optimize the performance and cost management of 
their Snowflake environments with greater visibility. 
As we will see, using data observability is now 
recognized as among the most important factors in 
this effort, and we will demonstrate how employing 
data observability within Snowflake environments is 
helping data teams of all sizes improve the cost and 
performance of their data investments.

Analyzing How Snowflake 
Data Management Affects 
Your Overall Compute Costs
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The compute and cloud services stages of Snowflake’s service can be broadly defined as the process of loading 
data into the virtual warehouse and executing queries. This is billed to the customer in the form of Snowflake 
credits. Data storage on the other hand is charged using a flat-rate fee that’s based on expected monthly usage. 
Customers can purchase storage and Snowflake credits on-demand or up-front 
depending on the working capacity.

Calculating storage costs is one of the more straightforward pricing models of the Snowflake platform. 

Most customers are billed a standalone fee of around $23/TB of data, which is accrued daily. However, we must 
also take into account that different customers pay slightly offset rates depending on their contractual 
agreements and obligations with Snowflake. For example, a customer using Azure in Zurich, Switzerland, would 
pay a fixed rate of $50.50 per TB/month, while another in Washington would pay $40 per TB/month on 
demand.

Understanding How 
Much You Pay For 
Snowflake

Storage Costs
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Additionally, some vendors with a SKU-per-use-case model 
under a committed contract don’t support substituting SKUs 
before the end of the term, which results in shelfware.

In addition, if an organization pays for 100 APM hosts and 
then realizes that they only need 50, some vendors don’t 
allow them to switch those 50 APM hosts to another use 
case if circumstances change until the end of the contract 
term (they’re locked in).

The complex bundle-of-SKUs approach requires customers 
to forecast their usage based on historical usage, which can 
be challenging, especially for those who are experiencing 
rapid growth. The forecasting process also can take months. 
This complex forecasting can be further frustrating when hit 
by surprise overages.

Because infrastructure-based pricing commitments assume 
linear license consumption and are based on individual 
products, it has no predictability for scaling. This assumption 
isn’t realistic;  modern/ephemeral infrastructure changes 
with demand. As an organization scales, it may want to 
avoid individually negotiating and paying for each SKU with 
different pricing models and traps.

In addition, paying for the number of servers and hosts is 
challenging in distributed environments of microservices, 
containers, serverless, and so on. The number of hosts/
services is exploding. Hosts can double every two to three 
years. Cloud adoption can increase the number of hosts 
20–50x:
 • Data centers deploy high-core physical servers.
 • Cloud deployments favor small virtual machines (VMs)  

or servers.
 • One big physical data center server becomes 20–50 

cloud VMs/instances.
 • Per-host cost can grow from US$15/month to  

US$300–US$750/month. 

As organizations increase their monitoring coverage, they 
have a stair-step expense to an unbounded amount. That 
forces them to pay a lot for every incremental host/service or 
leave blind spots. 

With infrastructure-based pricing, many organizations only 
partially instrument their environment—also known as data 
sampling—so they can’t get full visibility into their entire 
tech stack. Sampling data forces organizations to bet that 
they’ll catch the abnormal behavior in the sample, which may 
or may not happen.

Most observability vendors—including Cisco AppDynamics,13 
Datadog,14 Dynatrace,15 Elastic,16 and Splunk17—use host-based, 
agent-based, node-based, and other types of infrastructure-
based pricing. All combine infrastructure-based pricing with 
telemetry-based pricing (hybrid).

The fact that hybrid host- and telemetry-based pricing is 
the most common pricing model for observability vendors 
may account for why 34% of 2022 Observability Forecast 
respondents said they prefer it.18

13 (Cisco AppDynamics, n.d., “AppDynamics Pricing”)
14 (Datadog, n.d., “Datadog Pricing”)
15 (Dynatrace, n.d., “Dynatrace Pricing”)
16 (Elasticsearch, n.d., Elastic Pricing FAQ)
17 (Splunk, n.d., “Splunk Observability Pricing”)
18 (Basteri and Brabham 2022)

Source: Snowflake Documentation

https://docs.snowflake.com/en/user-guide/data-pipelines-intro.html#workflow
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Simply put, this is the cost incurred when you execute queries, load data or perform data operations on multiple 
compute clusters. The total cost is factored into the size of a warehouse the query is run upon and the total time 
taken to run the query. On the other hand, Snowflake also offers customers data warehouses of different sizes, 
where you can run queries on increasingly more powerful warehouses for optimum performance. The downside 
is that the credits used per hour depend on the size of the warehouse, which is illustrated below.

However, the total cost of Snowflake credit billing boils down to two split costs: virtual warehouse credit usage 
and cloud service utilization credit usage.

Virtual Warehouse Credit Usage

Snowflake costs are calculated either on-demand 
or by pre-purchasing capacity. Paying on-demand 
means you pay for only the services you consume. 
So, Snowflake calculates the total cost of the 
resources you provisioned for a month, and then 
you pay in arrears. However, regardless of the 
contract type,  the need to monitor and 
understand your consumption trends, identify 
anomalies, and the root cause of the anomalies 
are critically important

This is where the Snowflake credit system comes 
into play. Each credit is pegged at a certain rate, 
which could range from anywhere between $2.50 
- $6.50 per credit. This range purely depends on
the region, function-criticality and cloud service
provider.

The Cost Of Compute
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Pricing Model for a customer in Zurich | Snowflake Pricing Guide

Pricing Model for a customer in Washington | Snowflake Pricing Guide

Source: Snowflake Blog

https://www.snowflake.com/pricing-page-registration-page/
https://www.snowflake.com/pricing-page-registration-page/
https://www.snowflake.com/blog/how-usage-based-pricing-delivers-a-budget-friendly-cloud-data-warehouse/
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Considering the overall expense of running a data environment, this number may seem significantly minuscule. 
However, as the size and scale of your operations expand, so do the costs exponentially. Large enterprises and 
conglomerates can run thousands of queries per day, taking the overall costs to new heights.

Example:

Let us assume a query that is running on an X-large warehouse for 300 seconds. 

We must remember that since time is taken in hours, so T = 300/3600 = 0.083hrs. Also, since each credit 
cost varies, let’s assume it to be $3.

Hence, Credit Usage Cost here = 16 x 0.083 x 3 = $3.98/query

*Note: Even if a single query is run for just 5 seconds, Snowflake charges a minimum of 1 minute (60 seconds).

Credit Usage Cost= Credit Usage/hr x Elapsed Time (in hrs) x Cost per Credit ($)
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In an attempt to derive the cost of running a single query, we need to take the credit usage/hr cost given above 
and multiply it by the elapsed time (T) taken when running the query. This value is then multiplied by the cost of 
each credit, which is defined in the customer agreement.
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The entire pricing system that Snowflake employs 
is quite easy to comprehend: you pay for what you 
use. However, when we talk about data and 
distributed data systems, the concept of cost may 
begin to seem skewed. 

Today, an enterprise gets data in all forms and 
shapes from diverse sources. The volume of data 
flowing into each data warehouse or data lake can 
fluctuate without any warning. As an organization 
grows and adds more layers to its operations, 
verticals and customer-facing applications, data 
pipelines are relied on for more activity and 
become harder to manage. 

Businesses can only derive value from data if 
actionable insights from that data lead to better 
decision-making. To ensure the best possible 
outcomes, the entire data pipeline must be moni-
tored with precision. With every single query being 
billed to the customer, any breakdowns in data 
pipelines (or ETL of poor quality/erroneous data) 
must be addressed and rectified immediately to 
ensure maximum ROI from Snowflake investments.

Whether you pay on demand or pre-purchase 
capacity, you no longer waste resources by 
consistently observing and optimizing your data 
systems using data observability tools.

Straightforward Pricing, 
Unpredictable Outcomes

Source: Snowflake Blog

https://jeremiahhansen.medium.com/beyond-modern-data-architecture-89c8199ac4f9
https://www.acceldata.io/blog/optimize-your-snowflake-environment-acceldata
https://www.acceldata.io/blog/optimize-your-snowflake-environment-acceldata
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Gartner defines data observability as “the ability of an organization to have a broad visibility of its data 
landscape and multilayer data dependencies (like data pipelines, data infrastructure, data applications) at all 
times with an objective to identify, control, prevent, escalate and remediate data outages rapidly within 
expectable SLAs.” It describes your system’s capacity to find, analyze, and correct data problems in near real time 
using various technologies and methods. Data observability helps you detect and identify the primary causes of 
data discrepancies and provides preventative steps to improve the efficiency and reliability of your data systems.

The data that is used to make decisions within an enterprise must, in essence, accurately describe the real-world 
(and must reflect the continuous  activities and influences that impact the enterprise’s environment). To do that 
effectively, data must exhibit six necessary characteristics. Data observability aims to help organize and surface 
high-quality data that is:

What Is Data 
Observability?

Is the correct account balance a dollar, or is it a million dollars? Inaccurate data is meaningless, and even worse, 
can lead to costly, time-consuming errors.

Accurate

Does the data in question describe a fact completely, or is it missing key elements? Without complete data, an 
organization is unable to see all facets of the issues they encounter.

2. Complete

Is the data being used for a given purpose consistent with the related data points stored elsewhere in the system? 
There has to be some relationship between and among data elements, and these must be identified and used 
appropriately.

3. Consistent

How old is the data element? Does it still reflect current business realities, or is it stale and no longer 
representative of the current status? Stale data can lead to bad, erroneous decisions.

4. Fresh

Does data conform to schema definitions and follow business rules? If data sets cannot communicate because 
they are invalid, you will only see partial information

5. Valid

Is there a single instance in which this information appears in the database? Multiple instances can lead to version 
control issues and gaps in data.

6. Unique

In order to ensure these six data requirements, organizations need to establish checkpoints across the entire 
data pipeline. This helps eliminate data reliability challenges and provide early warnings if there are data quality 
issues.

1.

https://go.acceldata.io/gartner-report/
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How Data Observability 
Helps Reduce 
Snowflake Costs

Standard practices help optimize a business’s data resources and ensure its data quality. For instance, enabling 
auto-suspend for all your virtual warehouses would automatically pause the warehouses when they’re not 
processing queries. You could also filter out data that should not be processed so that you reduce the amount of 
work done. 
 
With data observability, businesses can receive alerts whenever they no longer follow set standards or best 
practices. For example, it can send notifications when you’re processing data when you should not — or not 
including timeouts for your requests and queries.

Data observability also helps analyze and manage bottlenecks, high data spillage, compilation time, data volume, 
resource allocation, and other aspects of data quality and management. It helps ensure that your resources are 
working as intended with low latency. It also allows you to plan for failures in your data architecture.

Data observability helps detect over-provisioning 
of Snowflake services and performance 
inefficiencies. For example, you can have a large 
warehouse with fewer data. And the larger your 
warehouse is, the more Snowflake credits you’ll 
use to process requests — however, the larger your 
warehouse, the faster the response. By gaining 
insight through data observability, you can com-
pare the pros and cons of larger and smaller 
warehouses and make adjustments based on your 
business needs.

Data observability also allows businesses to detect 
spikes and queries that run too long, providing 
recommendations where needed.

High cloud spend amounts are often due to 
unused or overused cloud resources. For example, 
you could accidentally run test code on demand, 
which does your business no good. Or you could 
pre-purchase a lot more capacity than you need.

Want to know which resources you should 
provision? Or how much it will cost? Data 
observability can help. It checks how large your 
data is (volume), how often you update it 
(freshness), and where and how often you access it 
(lineage) to offer recommendations on the most 
efficient way to use Snowflake’s services.
 
Data observability tools also help businesses 
forecast their Snowflake costs so they can review, 
make changes, and plan accordingly.

Improves Resource Efficiency Provides Cost Intelligence

https://docs.snowflake.com/en/user-guide/warehouses-overview.html
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Acceldata: Data Observability For
Your Snowflake Environments

For data to be valuable to a business, it needs to be reliable, accessible, and trustworthy. The good news is 
you can pay for what you need and optimize your cloud resources to fit your budget and computing 
processes. Start leveraging data observability in your data systems and structures to reduce your Snowflake 
costs. 

With Acceldata, you can track your data pipeline performance and quality inside and outside of Snowflake, 
thus optimizing your Snowflake costs. This helps companies follow Snowflake’s best practices, and when 
they’re in violation, Acceldata sends notifications and recommendations.

Acceldata provides the insights that data teams need to develop a contract plan, current and projected spend 
analysis, department-level tracking, budgeting, and chargeback. Acceldata also helps you avoid the effects 
that often accompany businesses when they switch to cloud platforms. With the Acceldata platform, data 
teams can migrate quickly and affordably to Snowflake by providing visibility and insight to raise your data’s 
efficiency and reliability and reduce cost. 

Acceldata's data observability solution for Snowflake can start providing you a view of your Snowflake costs 
within 15 minutes of installation.  To understand your costs today, request a free trial. If you need help 
figuring out how to begin, Acceldata offers a simple and effective integration that gets you started quickly.

https://www.acceldata.io/snowflake
https://www.acceldata.io/blog/cloud-data-platforms-tmgt-effect


Learn how to maximize the return on your Snowflake investment with insight 
into performance, quality, cost, and much more.
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Gain insight and control over your 
Snowflake environment

Request A Free Trial

About Acceldata
Acceldata is the market leader in enterprise data observability for the 
modern data stack.  Founded in 2018, Campbell, CA-based Acceldata, 
enables data teams to build and operate great data products, eliminate 
complexity, and deliver reliable data efficiently.

Our Customers

& many more
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